Thorp Arch Parish Council
Objection to
Planning Application 17/07970/OT by the Homes and
Communities Agency (Now Homes England)
For 119 Dwellings and a Community Hall on Land to
the North of HM Prison Wealstun
1.

Introduction

1.1

In this objection we have not quoted extensively from the National Planning Policy
Statement (NPPF), national Planning Practice Guidance, the Council’s Development
Plan or the Council’s emerging development plan. We recognise that planning
officers will be fully aware of the relevant policies and we refer to them only insofar as
they are directly relevant to our argument.

1.2

We are aware of the objections made by other individuals and bodies and in
particular the detailed objection from the Thorp Arch Group (TAG). In order to avoid
unnecessary duplication we occasionally cite the TAG objection.

1.3

The Parish Council’s primary objection is that the proposal would be an
UNSUSTAINABLE form of development. However, there are also substantial
objections related to prematurity, the loss of a sports field, increased traffic and
conflict with the adopted Thorp Arch Neighbourhood Plan.
TAPC also object to the proposed ‘improvements’ to Bridge Road in Boston
Spa and strongly support the objection made by Boston Spa Parish Council.

1.4

The site was earmarked for development in the Revised Publication Draft submission
version of the City Council’s Sites Allocation Plan (SAP) September 2016. The
Council’s current Core Strategy sets out a requirement for 66,000 homes over the
plan period. The original submission version of the SAP made provision for 67,817
homes. The Revised Submission Draft Schedule of Amendments January 2018
reflects the likely downward trajectory of housing requirement as identified in the
DCLG consultation document “Planning for the right homes in the right places”.

1.5

In the context of the housing requirement in the adopted Core Strategy, the
application site was allocated for housing in the Revised Publication Draft
submission version of the SAP. However, it was scheduled for release in Phase III
(i.e. later release), because it did not meet the accessibility standards in the Core
Strategy.
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1.6

A pre-application consultation response from Leeds Planning Services in October
2017 said:
The lack of a 5year supply of deliverable housing sites however and lack of any other
harm (beyond failing to meet accessibility standards) lends weight in support of the
proposal which could deliver much needed housing in the short term. The principle
of residential development on this site is therefore considered to be acceptable now
if a planning application were to be submitted”.
TAPC would however point out that neighbourhood plans play an important part of
the plan-led system and refer to the written ministerial statement on 12 December
2016 which set out how planning applications and appeals should be determined in
circumstances where the local planning authority cannot demonstrate a 5-year
supply of housing, but there is a neighbourhood plan in place.
Principals formulated in the Supreme Court in Suffolk Coastal District Council v
Hopkins Homes Ltd and SSCLG; Richborough Estate Partnership and SSCLG v
Cheshire Borough Council (2017) UKSC 37.
The relevant principle may therefore be summarised that where the criteria of the
written ministerial statement apply, decision makers should give significant weight to
the neighbourhood plan notwithstanding the fact that the local planning authority
cannot demonstrate a 5-year supply of deliverable housing sites.

1.7

The argument about housing supply was echoed in paragraph 6.8 of the applicant’s
Planning Statement (dated December 2017) which accompanied the application.
In it the applicant says “Utilising the 20% buffer and making a judgement of the
supply of land, delivery rates and lead in times, a housing supply of just 2.87 years is
presented”. For balance we should point out that at the time of the three conjoined
appeal decisions referenced in the Planning Statement an Inspector had concluded
that the true housing supply position was between 2.9 and 4.2 years. The 2.87-year
figure quoted by the applicants represents only one end of that scale.

1.8

The Revised Submission Draft Schedule of Amendments January 2018 revised the
timing of development on the application site to Phase I, a change which we assume
is linked to the analysis in the pre-application consultation response for the current
application.

1.9

The Council’s pre-application response and the applicant’s Planning
Statement must however be seen in the context of three further factors
discussed in paragraphs 1.10 to 1.12.

1.10

The Council’s latest Housing Land Supply Statement (2017) calculates that there is
currently a 4.38-year supply of housing land and offers the view that the Council will
be able to demonstrate a 5-year supply on the adoption of the SAP if not sooner.

1 11

The Revised Submission Draft SAP (January 2018) was prepared to reflect the
likely downward trajectory of housing requirement as identified in the DCLG
consultation document “Planning for the right homes in the right places”.
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1.12

In parallel to the Revised Submission Draft of the SAP, the recently
published Core Strategy Selective Review (February 2018) now reduces
the net housing requirement for the period 2017 to 2033 to 51,952
dwellings (net).

1.13

The factors described in the previous three paragraphs significantly
weaken the housing supply argument for the proposal.

1.14

In the remainder of this submission we describe our specific objections
to the proposal.

2.

Sustainability

2.1

The NPPF says that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development. Sustainability has three dimensions;
economic, social and environmental. The proposal fails in all three respects. It would
not fulfil the social role because residents would not have accessible local services.
The lack of local services would then incur the economic cost of increased travel.
Finally, the inadequacies of the local public transport services would mean that the
large majority of travel would be by private car, leading to increased environmental
costs and air pollution.

2.2

The Council’s response to the pre-application enquiry succinctly describes the site as
“relatively isolated on the edge of Walton Village and Thorp Arch Trading estate with
relatively poor bus services”. It also contains a response from the Council’s Highways
Section. This says “The site fails to meet Core Strategy Accessibility Standards in
terms access to local services, employment, education, health and town/city centres.
From transportation perspective the site is not considered to be particularly
sustainable and it is considered that future residents are likely to have an over
reliance on use of the private car”.

2.3

Section 3.5.1 in the Thorp Arch Neighbourhood Plan notes that the new existing
housing to the north outside the conservation area is away from village facilities. It
also says that evidence gathered has shown the need to increase facilities and to
improve their availability and accessibility for all households within the parish.

2.4

In many contexts the issue of sustainability requires subjective judgement but in this
case Table 2 in Appendix 3 to the adopted Core Strategy gives objective criteria for
assessing accessibility, it says:
a) that outside the main urban area developments for 5 or more dwellings should be
within a 15-minute walk of local services (these are defined as small convenience
shops, grocers, post offices, newsagents etc.).
b) For access to employment they should be within a 5-minute walk to a bus stop
offering a 15-minute service to a major public transport interchange.
c) For primary health and education services they should be within a 20-minute walk
to a bus stop offering a 15-minute service.
d) For secondary education they should be within a 30-minute direct walk or a 5minute walk to a bus stop offering a 15-minute service to a major public transport
interchange.
e) For town and city centres they should be within a 5-minute walk to a bus stop
offering a direct 15-minute service.
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Core Strategy policy H2 says that new housing will be acceptable in principle on nonallocated sites (which technically describes the application site) provided that they
meet these standards, WHICH THIS SITE DOES NOT.
2.5

Although the applicant’s Planning Statement says that the proposal is compliant with
Core Strategy policy H2 it nevertheless acknowledges that the accessibility
standards in Core Strategy Appendix 3 are not met. This is illogical since the
accessibility standards are essential to the policy’s objectives. The applicant’s failure
to recognise the illogicality appears to be an attempt, reflected in both their Planning
Statement and in their Transport Assessment, to minimise the significance of the
conflict. The Planning Statement says, “the application Site is well served in
consideration of this rural location”. The Transport Assessment notes that ‘high
quality’ transport services in a rural location will not be the same as in urban
locations`. It is of course true that one can expect lower quality transport services in
a rural location, but this is itself an argument against the applicant’s proposal and the
sustainability of such locations.

2.6

In the following indents we comment on and seek to strongly refute the accessibility
assessment in the applicant’s Planning Statement. The paragraph numbers are
those in the applicant’s statement.
6.24

Concedes that the proposal does not
meet the Core Strategy accessibility
standards

6.26 -6.30 (Access by Bus):

Fails to recognise that the proposal
falls far below the accessibility
standards in Table 2 of Annex 3, both
in frequency of service and range of
destination

6.31-6.33 (Access on Foot):

Refers to analysis in the Transport
Assessment – see our assessment
below

6.34-6.38 (Access by Cycle):

Refers to analysis in the Transport
Assessment – see our assessment
below

6.39-6.41 (LCC Accessibility Standards):

Complete tacit acceptance that the
proposal fails many of the standards.
Reference is made to planning
appeals that have been allowed where
public transport services were not
good. Computer based search
facilities allow practitioners to access a
vast number of planning decisions. It
is often possible to identify decisions
that support a particular viewpoint.
However, every proposal must be
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judged on its own merits. In this case
the Parish Council’s argument is
based on multiple-failures to meet
accessibility criteria set out in Policy
T2 of the Core Strategy, not just the
infrequency of bus services.
2.7

In the following indents TAPC comment on and seek to refute strongly the
accessibility assessment in the applicant’s Transport Assessment. The paragraph
numbers are those in the applicant’s assessment.
5.2 (Access on Foot):

The analysis centres on the 2000 CIHT
document entitled “Providing for Journeys on
Foot”. This part of the Assessment makes no
reference to the more recent standards in the
Council’s 2014 Core Strategy. The CIHT
standards propose ‘Desirable’, ‘Acceptable’
and ‘Maximum’ distances. The applicant’s
analysis concludes that the “majority of local
amenities in Thorp Arch are within the
preferred maximum walking distance of 1200
for access local services and 2000m
commuting education”. In disregarding the
‘Desirable’ and ‘Acceptable’ criteria the
analysis misrepresents a situation that is
neither desirable nor acceptable.
As TAG note in their objection several of the
so-called ‘Local Amenities’ are not publicly
accessible and outside the preferred max
walking distance, and TAPC reiterate:
•The British Library is NOT a lending library,
and only accessible for reference purposes,
•LUFC Training Ground and Walton Park
cricket club are not accessible to the public
(closed or members only).
•HMP Wealstun is a Category C men`s prison.
•Two are churches and two are pubs with only
one of each within the preferred max walking
distance.
Again, as noted by TAG, the list of facilities in
the Assessment’s Table 2 has no shops,
medical or dental facilities, pharmacies,
banks, post offices, hairdressers or other
beauty establishments.
TAPC are of course aware of the applicant’s
proposal to provide land and a £570,000
contribution towards a new Community Hall.
This would however be poorly located in
relation to the historic village of Thorp Arch
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which has no community facility and would
unnecessarily duplicate and could affect the
viability of the existing facilities at the nearby
Walton Village Hall.

2.8

5.3 (Access by Cycle):

The fact that one can access the
national cycle route from the site via
Walton Road and Street 5 vehicle
routes is more or less irrelevant to
day-to-day accessibility. The
Assessment refers to cycle catchment
areas but does not relate these to any
standards. The fact that one could
cycle to a lot of places from the site
does not differentiate it from other
locations.
TAG’s objection rightly comments on
the unattractiveness of the cycle routes
to and from the site.

5.4 (Access by Bus):

As with the section on access by cycle, the
isochrones produced in appendix 4 to the
Assessment are not related to any standard.
The map in the appendix does however show
that bus services provide direct access to only
a limited range of destinations and that,
because of the circuitous route, the journey to
the centre of Leeds takes over an hour.
Furthermore, the analysis ignores frequency
of service. As such they fail to show how far
accessibility by bus falls short of the standards
in the Core Strategy.
The applicant also assumes that the bus
service travels along Walton Road, however if
the Rudgate Village appeal is granted the
service will be diverted through TAE south of
the prison.

5.5 (LCC Accessibility Standards):

Essentially this part of the Assessment (like
the Planning Statement) attempts to minimise
the degree to which proposal fails to meet
Core Strategy standards.

On the applicant’s own analyses, the proposal fails to meet the Core Strategy
standards. The applicant’s alternative analysis of walking distances in relation to
CIHT criteria is not convincing even on its own terms since it makes no reference to
accessibility to several types of local services. It is also significant that the analysis
relates to the CIHT criteria for ‘preferred maximum’ distances. The more relevant
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criteria (as reflected in the Core Strategy standards) of ‘desirable’ and ‘acceptable’
distances are IGNORED.
2.9

The practical effect of the location’s poor accessibility by modes other than private
car is demonstrated by Table 6.3 in the applicant’s Transport Assessment. This
shows that 80% of all journeys to work from Thorp Arch and Walton in 2011 were by
car or van (source: local travel to work data from the 2011 census).

2.10

Because of its poor accessibility the proposed development would fail to provide
future residents with accessible local services and would thus fail to satisfy the social
dimension of the sustainability test. As a consequence of the same poor accessibility
there would be increased travel costs, which would compromise the economic
dimension of sustainability. Finally, since most of the travel would inevitably be by
car, there would be increased use of resources and increased air pollution, in turn
contributing to global warming and health risks. In this way the proposal would
compromise the environmental dimension of sustainability.

2.11

The applicant accepts that the proposal does not comply with the Core Strategy
Accessibility standards. We assume that they therefore accept that it is not entirely
sustainable. They do not explicitly recognise this although we take the recognition to
be implicit. It is recognised explicitly in the response from the Council’s Highways
section to the pre-application enquiry. In that case the consultee then referred to an
Inspector’s comment that the objectives of the Core Strategy Accessibility Standards
did not represent sufficient reason to justify withholding planning permission.
However, the factors noted in our paragraphs 1.10 to 1.12 above significantly
change the balance of any assessment to a point where the site’s acknowledged
accessibility (and therefore sustainability) deficiencies should be the principal
consideration in determining the application.
As TAG note in their objection the development does NOT accord with Core Strategy
Policy T2.

2.12

In the Parish Council’s view, the sustainability arguments against the proposal are in
themselves a sufficient reason for refusing the application.

3.

Prematurity

3.1

The City Council are aware that the Parish Council, together with TATE Trading
Estate Action Group, opposed the development proposed in the Rudgate Village
appeal. We recognise that, if it were known that that appeal would be dismissed, a
decision on the present application could safely be taken in isolation. However, the
Council cannot know what the decision will be, and it must therefore consider the
possible cumulative impact of both developments taking place.

3.2

We do not know whether the approval of the present proposal in addition to the
Rudgate Village proposal would cause any significant impact thresholds to be
crossed. However, since the current proposal would constitute an increase of almost
20% in the total number of new houses on these sites, the possibility cannot be
discounted. We are aware of the Chief Planning Officer’s view that each planning
application should be considered on its own merits, but we consider this to be a
seriously mistaken, and even irresponsible, view when there are two foreseeable but
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very different contexts in which the impact of the present proposal needs to be
assessed.
3.3

Beyond its effect on the immediate area the decision on the Rudgate Village appeal
will have a significant effect on the housing requirement for the City’s outer north east
sector, and therefore on any argument for overriding the planning objections to the
current application.

3.4

The Parish Council consider that the prematurity argument and conflict with the
neighbourhood plan is also a sufficient reason for refusing the application unless the
applicant can produce additional evidence to demonstrate the cumulative impact of
the Rudgate Village and current proposals. These cumulative impacts would then
have to be assessed as one of two realistic consequences of permitting the present
application.

4.

Loss of Sports Field

4.1

The greater part of the site is disused sports pitches to the north of Wealstun Prison.
The Thorp Arch Neighbourhood Plan initially sought to protect the pitches as a Local
Green Space, but the designation was withdrawn on the recommendation of the
Neighbourhood Plan Examiner on the grounds that the site was included in Leeds
City Councils Draft Submission Site Allocation Plan for housing development to meet
the needs of outer north east Leeds.
The site nevertheless remains a PROJECT in the Neighbourhood Plan as shown on
Map 8, P3 New sports facilities including a new playing field and new allotments and
is protected by saved policy N6 in the Leeds UDP (Review) 2006 (under which part
of the site is allocated as a protected playing pitch) and policy G6 in the adopted
Core Strategy.

4.2

The applicant has argued that the site has not been in community use for the last 5
years and that there is no deficiency in playing pitches provision in the area. Sport
England has objected to the proposal on the grounds that it does not meet any of the
five exceptions to their policy of opposing the loss of any playing field. The only
exception that is relevant to the application proposal is that the applicant should have
demonstrated that there is an excess of provision and that the application land has
no special significance. Sport England note that the applicant has not referred to
Leeds Council’s recent Playing Pitch Strategy and, in the absence of any such
reference, concludes that the loss of the playing field does not accord with any of
their policy exceptions.

4.3

We are aware from the pre-application consultation response that the Council’s
officers consider that the most relevant criterion is clause (iii) to policy G6 which
provides that green space need not be protected when an application is supported by
evidence of wider planning benefits demonstrating a clear relationship to proposals
for improvements to existing green space quality in the same area. The officers’
response concluded: “Provided that the redevelopment proposals provide a high
quality publicly accessible area of green space (of appropriate scale) compliance with
this criteria should be achievable”. Significantly, the applicant was advised to contact
Sport England prior to submitting the application, which they appear to have ignored.
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4.4

On the basis of the analysis in their Planning Statement the applicant has concluded
that the proposal would not result in a significant loss of playing field provision to the
locality. Nevertheless, that analysis appears not to have satisfied Sports England
because it does not refer to Leeds Council’s Playing Pitch Strategy. Given Sport
England’s current opposition and the absence of any evidence that they have been
consulted by the applicants, we consider that the loss of the sports pitches remains
as a strong objection.

5.

Conflict with the Thorp Arch Neighbourhood Plan

5.1

This objection cross references to our comments on prematurity.

5.2

The adopted Neighbourhood Plan says:
The proposed allocation of larger site HG2-227 for housing would result in the loss of
both outdoor sport and amenity green space provision in Thorp Arch, an outcome not
supported by the parish. It is however understood that if the Site Allocations Plan,
when adopted, allocates this site for housing, the delivery of on-site greenspace
would be in accordance with the Leeds Core Strategy Policy G4. (highlights in red by
TAPC)

5.3

Since the Site Allocations Plan HAS NOT YET BEEN ADOPTED the Parish Council
consider that there is a conflict with the Neighbourhood Plan (now an adopted part of
the development plan), which constitutes a further objection to the development.

6.

Traffic

6.1

We have no technical evidence that allows us to question the applicant’s traffic flow
predictions. We do however consider it important, as foreshadowed in our comments
on prematurity, to consider the cumulative impact of the traffic generated by the
application proposal and that which might be generated by the Rudgate Village
application.

6.2

We consider that the suggested Bridge Road improvement in Boston Spa is ill
conceived and would have damaging effects on pedestrian safety and the character
of the Boston Spa Conservation Area. Even the applicant’s Transport Assessment
acknowledges that the proposed ‘improvement’ is: “somewhat contrary to modern
road user hierarchies as it puts vehicle users ahead of pedestrians”.

6.3

We have two reasons for not making a detailed objection to the Bridge Road
proposal. First, TAPC would question if this is technically part of the proposed
development, being merely an offer to fund a project in mitigation. We even doubt
whether it complies with Government guidance that measures offered through a
section 106 agreement should be properly and proportionately related to an
application proposal. Second, we are aware that full and convincing objections have
already been made by many other objectors, notably Boston Spa Parish Council,
whose stance we specifically endorse.

6.4

The proposed improvement to the Walton Road/A168 roundabout falls into the same
category as the Bridge Road improvement. In addition, the Parish Council questions
its deliverability.

7.

Proposed Access and Unadopted Highway

7.1

The red line boundary of the site includes a section of Grange Avenue
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from the junction of Walton Road up to the point of the boundary line of
the former social club (SHLAA 4079) which was granted outline planning
permission in June 2017, application 16/03692/OT refers.
Item 3.2.3 of the applicants Transport Assessment acknowledges that this
`section of road is unadopted but owned by HMP Wealstun`.
However the applicants agent in `Certificate A` of the application form
certified`nobody except the applicant was the owner of any part of the
land to which the application relates`, which is obviously wrong.
TAPC would also question whether the proposed Bridge Road and Walton
Road/A168 roundabout improvements should have been included in the
site edged red location plan.
TAPC believe that the above are important to the consideration of the
application and question whether or not the application is valid
without this being demonstrated.
7.2

Thorp Arch Parish Council have received confirmation from the Council
to the extent of Grange Avenue which is unadopted, it runs from the
junction with Walton Road to Rudgate Park.
However the applicant only proposes Grange Avenue to be
adopted from a point south of the bungalows (PTP drwg nr
P17040-001B) which would result in a section of highway remaining
unadopted from this point up to Rudgate Park.
This is farcical and should be corrected.

8.

Statement of Community Involvement

8.1

TAPC is of the view that the SCI prepared by the applicant represents a detailed
outline of a consultation process which was comprehensive in its stated objectives
but incorrect in the conclusions drawn from the Thorp Arch Parish
Council Consultation and the Public Exhibition.
The following is recorded in the minutes of the Parish Council meeting
which TEP attended on 11th September 2017
Item 7. Parish council Matters
HCA Application – Update
Representatives from the Environment Partnership (TEP), presented the
draft proposals for Phase 2 Rudgate Park development plans, which is for
152 houses on 6.55ha of land which exceeds that allocated for housing in
the Site Allocation Plan.
The PC remain opposed to the allocation of this land for housing.

Public Exhibition
The number of attendees at the event was low and from the number of leaflets
delivered represented a 15.2% turnout and a 11% response rate to the
questionnaire.
TAPC would question the benefit gained by the applicant in its failed objective of
making real connection with people and the community to improve the development
proposals and planning matters before submission with such a poor turnout
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The applicant`s response to the comments received, summarised in `Table 1`
are flawed and shows complete disregard for local views and the damage that
will be caused to the environment and future sustainability of the rural village
communities directly affected by the proposed development.
8.2

TAPC Public Meeting and Questionnaire.
Due to the issues raised by the application a Public Meeting was called by TAPC and
held on the 18th January and open to all residents and interested parties, so that all
points of view could be expressed To assist this expression of views, a brief
questionnaire was attached with the `Dear Resident` letter that was hand delivered to
each household in the parish advertising the meeting.
The number of questionnaires returned was 121 representing a 34.6% return with an
average response count for questions 1 to 6 of 115 out of 121, a 95% response rate
In concluding the meeting, a show of hands was held. The question:
Please show your hands if you oppose the HCA application as submitted today.
All opposed no supporters, and no undecided.
The notes from the Public Meeting and Questionnaire are included in `Appendix A`

8.3

Consultation Process
TAPC are informed that the applicant also consulted with Wetherby Ward Councillors
and question why no reference is made to the outcome from this meeting in the SCI?

9.

Conclusion

9.1

The Parish Council strongly object to the application which must be rejected on the
grounds stated above of:
• It is an unsustainable form of development and fails all three
dimensions of sustainability.
• Prematurity argument that it would also be unsafe to grant permission
without an assessment of the cumulative impact of the application site being
developed in conjunction of the Rudgate Village proposal. Until and unless
such an assessment has been prepared, and the cumulative impact found
acceptable, or the Rudgate Village appeal has been dismissed, the application
is premature.
• Loss of both protected outdoor sport and amenity greenspace.
• Conflict with the Thorp Arch Neighbourhood Plan.
• Increased traffic and the suggested Bridge Road and Walton
Road/A168 improvements.
• Proposed Access and Unadopted Highway.
• Community Involvement.

.
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Appendix A
NOTES FROM PUBLIC MEETING
AND QUESTIONNAIRE

Thorp Arch Parish Council
Notes from Public Meeting
18th January 2018
Present: Cllrs: John Richardson (JR), Andrew Rodger (AR) Graham Duxbury, Cllr Margaret
Smyth
Others: Cllr Alan lamb, Cllr Gerald Wilkinson, 60 residents, including representatives from
Boston Spa PC and Walton PC
In Attendance: Tina Wormley
Apologies: Cllr Amy Crooks, Cllr John Procter, Alec Shelbrook, HCA
1. Introduction – Cllr John Richardson
The Chairman Cllr John Richardson (JR) explained the purpose of the meeting, which was to
gauge public feeling about the HCA application. The PC wish to retain a neutral view about
the application until the public view is known. An article in the Wetherby News about the
meeting, was not submitted by the Parish Council. The meeting is unrelated to the new TAG,
although Peter Locke will address the meeting once Parish Council business is concluded.
2. Detail of the Application – Cllr Andrew Rodger
Cllr Andrew Rodger provided detail of the application to the meeting, first highlighting pros of
the development then cons.
Pros – Presumption is in favour of the development where there is no 5-year housing supply
plan.
If a workable solution could be found for Bridge Road then the development could happen at
some point.
The Community Hall would provide a much-needed meeting space for groups in Thorp Arch.
The Parish Council would receive Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds to spend on
infrastructure in Thorp Arch.
The highway would be upgraded.
The proposal is a sensible use for vacant wasteland.
Cons – Leeds City Council (LCC) do not have a 5-year housing supply plan. They have lost
appeals because of this. There is a high possibility that the site will remain allocated for
housing, as highlighted in the Site Allocation Plan (SAP).
Unexploded devices have been discovered on the site, but have been assessed as a medium
risk.
The proposal consists of 77 houses for market, 42 social rented houses, parking and a
community hall. There is no infrastructure to support the additional demands from families.
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The proposed 2-way mitigation highway scheme at the bridge is unworkable. The road
widening scheme conflicts with the TATE proposal. The HCA proposal proposes road
widening using the pavement, the TATE scheme proposes traffic lights. It is unclear which
takes priority and since neither appear to take precedence, the measure of sustainability is
arbitrary.
The development is unsustainable, and it needs to be sustainable to proceed. The proposals
are inconsistent with aspirations in the Neighbourhood Plan, and depends in its entirety on the
existing services. Therefore Walton, Thorp Arch and the new development, (approximately 6
- 700 houses), has local services consisting of one school and 2 pubs.
The provision for education is misleading in the application because there will not be enough
school places. It states that only school places are required for the 119 houses planned. It
does not take account of the current consent for 23 houses on the site of the former prison
social club and states that a mere 30 school places will be required. That is one child per four
houses.
The Application is premature. TATE remains as yet undetermined. The Community Hall would
incur running costs and be dependent on volunteers to run it.
LCC have said the site fails to meet Core Strategy Accessibility Standards in terms of access
to
local services, employment, education, health and town/city centres. From a transportation
perspective the site is not considered to be particularly sustainable and it is considered that
future residents are likely to have an over reliance on use of the private car.
3. Progress re the Application – Cllr John Richardson
Cllr John Richardson provided detail regarding progress of the application. An extension of
time has been granted for the 3 Parish Councils to make their responses on the Application.
The Parish Council (PC) have researched costings for the Community Centre proposal.
Running costs and management would be problematic.
Following feedback from residents, the PC will instruct a professional firm to assess the
Application on its behalf, which in turn will inform and assist in making an appropriate response
to the Application.
A meeting with LCC Planners on Monday 8th January provided useful information. An
extension of time was encouraged and there was some sympathy with deferring of the
decision.
Walton PC and Thorp Arch PC continue to work together and find common ground in response
to the Application.
4. Results from the Questionnaire – Cllr Graham Duxbury
The number of responses returned was 121 which represent a 34.6% return.
Average Response Count for questions 1 to 6 was 115 out of 121 = 95% response.
Q1. The decision from the Secretary of State on the TATE inquiry remains unknown and the
SAP remains at examination stage and following central Government intervention is the
subject of further reviews.
Do you consider the application submitted to be premature and should be rejected by LCC?
Yes
No
Unsure
109 = 93%
5 = 4.5%
3 = 2.5%
Q2. The TANP has been subject to wide consultation and the evidence clearly supported
residential development of 20-30 homes during the Plan period (2017-2028)
Do you object to this current Application 17/07970/OT for a further 119 dwellings on the Site?
Yes
No
Unsure
109 = 93%
5= 4.5%
3 = 2.5%
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Q3. The proposed allocation of the larger site HG2-227 for housing is not supported in the
TANP, which supports the protection of green spaces and the provision of new sports facilities
including playing field on land north of the prison. Sports England also objects to the
application. This application would result in the loss of both outdoor sport and amenity green
space.
Do you object to the loss of outdoor sport and Amenity Outdoor Green Space arising from this
application?
Yes
No
Unsure
111 = 95.5%
5 = 4.5%
0
Q4. The Application puts forward land and a £570,000 contribution to deliver a Community
Hall for the parish of Thorp Arch. The feedback of the TANP survey responders indicated 68%
would ideally like to have a Village Hall.
If the Application was granted would you consider the Community Hall a valuable and viable
asset for Thorp Arch?
Yes
No
Unsure
33 = 29%
64 = 56%
17 = 15%
Q5. The Application includes new proposals for a new approach to the traffic issues and
highway structure on Bridge Road, reducing footpath widths and increasing the highway width
to show that two-way traffic is possible, and reconfiguring access to the public car park to be
entrance only from Bridge Road with exit onto the High Street.
Do you consider these proposals would be workable and improve the grid-lock that can occur
on both sides of the bridge, Bridge Road and its junction with Boston Spa High Street?
Yes
No
Unsure
5 = 4%
108 = 91%
6 = 5%
Q6. The Application also puts forward `Junction Improvements` to the Walton Road/Wetherby
roundabout over the A1 (M), but such proposals are unclear at present.
Do you consider such proposals would ease traffic congestion on the local highway network?
Yes
No
Unsure
8 = 7%
74 = 68%
27 = 25%
Q7. Are there other factors/benefits to the community that the Application should bring
forward?
The comments remain to be fully assessed but the common theme expressed was:
• Insufficient facilities in Walton, Thorp Arch and Boston Spa to service the
increase in population.
• Concerns about Schools and Medical facilities, existing are full to capacity.
• Increase in traffic only cause further congestion on the local roads and
services.
• Better use of the existing Green Space needed for the community.
5. Views from attendees
The meeting was opened for questions.
Walton Parish Council – The Application is premature. Concerns about the community hall
proposal impacting on Walton Village Hall.
Rudgate Park Resident – HCA could have refurbished the prison sports club rather than build
a new community hall. Could have proposed a football pitch. Concerns that HCA are awaiting
outcome of TATE then can say school and medical facilities will be provided if TATE goes
ahead. A previous housing application for development was refused 20 years due to poor
drainage in the area. What do HCA plan to do about this?
JR responded, informing the meeting that LCC required HCA to provide a solution to this issue
following a strong objection from a resident.
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Rudgate Park Resident – Will the proposals include new parking for each house? Parking for
the community hall is also inadequate. Concerns about value of properties being devalued
compared to the new ones.
Rudgate Park Resident– Risk of unexploded devices on the site. HCA said there are no
structures on the site but there are bunkers from the war.
Rudgate Park Resident – concerns about contamination of the land and the public health
implications. As HCA have surveyed the land why can’t they make the results public?
AR responded, the information is on the LCC planning portal.
Rudgate Resident – expressed concerns that HCA had not notified them of the proposals and
the first they heard was from the Parish Council. Complained about the timing of the
Application so close to Christmas. HCA need to make direct contact with Rudgate Park and
Northfields residents.
Boston Spa Parish Council – No notification provided to residents on Bridge Road. The Parish
Council were not notified either.
Cllr Alan Lamb – Informed the meeting that he is a local resident and has opposed the
Application. Expressed concerns that if the application is granted this may open up huge
swathes of land to other developers on other sites. Praised the Parish Council for the work so
far on the Application and the good working relationship between neighbouring parishes.
Nothing in the proposals to deal with the additional demand for school places.
Conclusion
In conclusion, a show of hands was held. The question: Please show your hands if you oppose
the HCA application as submitted today. All opposed, no supporters, and no undecided. Cllr
Wilkinson abstained.
JR provided a closing summary to the meeting:
I need to remind you that the HCA Application is made at a difficult time when Leeds City
Council have no 5-year land supply and thus development sites anywhere can be the subject
of Planning Applications.
The Meeting tonight has been of real help to TAPC in informing on the state of opinion locally
about the Application and in determining the nature of the Parish Council response.
On a personal level and notwithstanding the complexities of Planning Rules, Regulations and
Procedures which defy the layman to understand, I am sure that many of you here tonight
share the view that it is impossible to contemplate or understand that Leeds City Council Plans
Panel can determine this HCA Application one way or the other whilst the result of the TATE
Appeal Inquiry from the Secretary of State remains unknown.
A small village like Thorp Arch with two such contentious and rival schemes hanging over it
deserves to be served better by our local planners and politicians. Common sense must
prevail.

Signed:
Date:
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